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GREAT FOR:

Custom Cut Services

••
••

Your design, our time

••

Send Stahls’ your artwork and let our Custom Cut Services do the work for you.
Pre-assembled, and no sew and sew options are available in a variety of heat
transfer materials, appliqué fabrics, felts or twills, all in 1, 2, & 3-colors.

1, 2, 3-color designs
Sew & No Sew Options
Ideal for sweatshirts, uniforms,
and fan wear

UPLOAD YOUR ARTWORK
Uploading your artwork or logo is easy. To see artwork
guidelines for a variety of formats and upload your design to
get a quote visit: stahls.com/custom-cut-ordering

CUSTOM CUT

CUSTOM CAD-CUT®

This is a cost-effective solution for cutting simple designs.
Select from a variety of heat transfer materials, felts, and
twills. Pieces arrive loose, and hand placement is required
before application. stahls.com/custom-cut

Stahls’ CAD-CUT® heat transfer materials are perfect for
creating vibrant, detailed, multi-layered designs for a variety of
jobs. Each individual color arrives on a clearcarrier for simple
positioning and heat application. stahls.com/custom-logo
Tip: Try CAD-CUT® Templates for a fast, easy way to create a
custom logo without a proof at prices 15% lower than Custom
CAD-CUT®.

IDENTITY START TO FINISH
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CUSTOM KISS CUT®

CUSTOM CUT SIMSTITCH®

This time-saving, pre-assembled option is perfect for more
complicated designs. With twill base options and pressuresensitive top layers, your detailed designs arrive ready to sew.
The Custom Kiss Cut® process cuts all layers in 2 and 3-color
designs at once. stahls.com/kiss-cut

The look of embroidery, without the sewing. Custom Cut
SimStitch® designs look like they’re sewn, but apply with just
a heat press. Laser cut with a simulated zig-zag stitch, offer
your customers a unique embroidered look without the cost
and labor of sewing. Multiple-piece and less-stable designs
now come pre-aligned on a mask for easy placement and
application. stahls.com/custom-cut-simstitch

LEARN MORE

STAHLS'

Explore the possibilities and find out how to order Custom
Cut products.

The industry’s premier source for heat printing products,
services and equipment for team dealers, screen printers,
embroiderers, and promotional product distributors.

stahls.com/custom-cut-design
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